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HOLWELL'S FIRE-ESCAPE. escape-composed of the ladders, their supports and the 
Although quite a number of fire-escapes have been re_ windlasses--is secured on one truck, A, of the carriage' 

cently brought before the pu blic, the subject has not been The under or base ladder, B, is attached to an axle, a, 

exhausted. Much experience has been acquired, which which passes through the legs into the sides of the truck. 
has revealed original defects in 
these agencies, and this has led 
to the invention of useful im
provements for rendering them 
better adapted for rapid and prac
tical application. A "  fire-es
cape" should combine the quali
ties of being easily and quickly 
brought to the scene of danger; 
also a capability of applying it 
easily and safely. The accom
panying illustration represents an 
improved fire-escape, as applied 
to the saving of life in a lofty 
building, the under stories of 

NEW SERIES. 

the escape steady. F F are two adjustable supports or 
legs, called" tormentors." They are attached to the 
sides of the lower ladder by ph�ot joints, and they have 
wheels or rollers on their lower extremities. These sup-

ports are united together by an 
adjustable brace, G. They rest 
upon the ground and form a sup
port to the ladders, so as to COItl
bine strength and firmness, and, 
a t the same time, they permit the 
escape to be moved easily in po
sition from window to window, 
a very important consideration. 
The adjustable brace, G, having 
a clasp at its middle, permits the 
two bars of the brace to slide 
past one another, so that the legs, 
F F, can be greatly distended or 
brought close together as circum-

which are on fire, and escape in stances may require. Two ad-
the ordinary way-by stairs - justable rods, b b, are also con-
cut off by the flames. lected with the truck, nnd the 

A series of ladders -two or legs, F F, render the latte. firm 
or more-which may be able ttl and steady. 
reach the highest stories of b uild- When this fire-escape is run to 
ings, are employed in this fire- a fire and is placed in position, 
escape. These ladders are so the levers, L, of the windlasses, 
connected together as to slide C C', are alternately turned by 
upon one another, and be drawn the firemen, when the ropes are 
out so as to form a eontinuou!!" wound-up and the la�e!'II cle· 

ladder, as shown by the iIlustra- vated, as shown, with wonderful 
tion, for being raised up against rapidity. At the same time, as 

a buildi ng by the power of block the legs of the supports or " tor. 
and tackle, to rescue persons from mentors," F F, are drawn out 
dangerous situations, These lad- into place, they assist to elevate the 
deI'S slide upon one another so as ladders and to sustain them firm-
to occupy but a very small space ly and safely for persons to RS' 
on the carriage when they are not cend and descend with security. 
in use. A chain is connected with the 

The nature of this invention tongue of the truck and tne back. 
consists in arranging the arch sup- end of the frame; and a small 
ports or legs, usually called ·'tor- ladder is employed to ascend anil 
mentors," which serve to elevate descend from the ground to, the 
and keep the ladders steady, with top of the truck frame. Suspen. 
wheels or rollers at their lower sion braces are also employed tq 
ends, and with suitable sockets to stiffen the lower ladder, B, Rnd 
receive the ends of pointed rods to answer the purposes of a percb 
wli.ich are attached to the truck, for uniting the trucks. This fire· 
in combination with ropes ex- escape is portable and is designed 
tending over a windlass in such a to be run to any distance and 
manner that by turning the latter Flace where there is a fire, and to 
the arch supports serve to assist be there applied. It embraces 
in elevating the ladders; and great stability, combined with in. 
when elevated, the truck and fire- genious devices for ready adjust-
escape can be easily drawn along, ment and application in all cases. 
say from window to window, It is not only a com'enient fire-
and from house to house in a escape but extension-ladder for 
block. The arch supports &re painters and others, as it can be 
also connected together bv an raised and iowered with great 
adjustable cross-brace in such a facility by simply turning tbe 
m anner that they can be brought windlasses. We have been given 
close together or stretched fur- to understand that this invention 
ther apart, as circumstances and 

HOLWELL'S IMPROVED FIRE-ESCAPE. has met with deserved favor from 
situation may rllquire. several in authority in our Fire 

A double truck is employed as Department who have examined 
a carriage for the fire-escape. The front and back There are two windlasses, C C/, which have their axles it carefully. It wonld cost but a small amount (to the 
trucks are connected together by a long reach, and they secured in the frame of the truck. Wire ropes extend city) to apply it to all carriages of hook·and-ladder com
are arranged similarli to the carriages of hook and lad- f rom the windlasses over the blocks, D D', on the lad- panies, ns the improvements may be applied to the com
del' companies. When the apparatus is drawn to a fire, del'S, and also pass over the windlasses, C, and are 'mon trucks and ladders now in use. A patent was issued 
the truck is removed in th.: usual manner-as shown at attached to the legs of the supports. A rope is attached for it on the 26th of June last, to J. J. Hohvell, No. 184 
the one side, with one firemall moving it. The fire_ to each side of the top ladder to act as guys for keeping East Twelfth-street, this city. 
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